
Records of Breakings 

 
 

SUBSCRIBER ACTIVITY: +44 7388 ******    

01/22/2020 – 01/24/2020 

 

received: I’m thinking of seeing you     [8:09AM] 

received: But I think I’m going to be late   [12:24 PM] 

sent: Cool, just let me know what time.  [12:27 PM] 

sent: Hey        [1:47 AM] 

outgoing call: unanswered     [1:49 AM] 

 

sent: Going to bed. Good morning.   [2:24 AM] 

 

haven’t heard from you in two days 
 

*deletes contact* 

 

every hour brings new conclusions 
 

*blocks contact* 

*unblocks contact* 

 

but fear 

 
received: Yo         [7:11 PM] 

sent: Hi       [7:13 PM] 

 

keeps us 
 

received: You home?        [7:17 PM] 

sent: Why do u care? Yeah .     [7:25 PM] 

 

received: I’m on my way to you     [9:06 PM] 

 sent: cool        [9:09 PM] 

received: I’m here       [9:34 PM] 

 

entangled 
 

received: Goodnight        [1:08 AM] 

 

haven’t heard from you in h -ours 
 

sent: Good morning , take it easy today  [9:53 AM] 

 

every second brings new fears 
 

sent: I’m feeling very pretty de- 

pressed . and (in)secure   [11:01 AM] 

 

received: Why?         [11:59 PM] 

but pride 
 

sent: I just felt e  m  p  t  y after (y)ou left. I do 

n’t think you really love me. But I’m all good now      

thanks for checking in     [2:24 PM] 



 

*blocks contact* 

keeps m e 
 

*unblocks contact* 

*opens chat* 

 

sent: Heyyy. You ok(ay)? hope you’re doing good [9:03 PM] 

*re-adds contact*  

in fear 
*blocks contact* 

*unblocks contact* 

*opens chat* 

 

sent: I been tinkin bout da stuff u said  [10:20 PM] 

sent: Tings een addin up wit u    [10:20 PM] 

*deletes chat* 

*deletes contact* 

 

k e e p s   m  e 
 

received: < IF YOU WANT MY ATTENTION BE CLEAR WITH WHAT YOU’RE SAYING >    

received: I (do)n’t want. to argue with you.   [10:23 PM] 

 

a- 

way 
 

sent: I (do)n’t want your attention any.more.  [10:24 PM] 

received:              [10:24 PM] 

 

keeps us 
 

sent: BYE.        [10:25 PM] 

*deletes chat* 

*clears all calls* 

*blocks contact* 

 

 
 

a-t-t-a-c-h-e-d  . 
 

 *unblocks contact* 

 *blocks contact* 

 *deletes contact* 

 

 

When things fall apart, humans have a knack of attempting to hold it all together. Texting across a 

mute screen can enable this suppression; forcing the reader to interpret only by the words they are 
seeing. There is indescribable privacy & vulnerability in seeing one’s responses, backspaces, and 

commands acted out in real time. I am interested in the vulnerabilities of the digital world, and how 

technological devices could potentially expose our emotional breaking. 


